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Adobe RoboHelp (2015 release)
Deliver personalized content across platforms and mobile devices

The all-new
Adobe RoboHelp
(2015 release)

Adobe RoboHelp (2015 release) empowers you to deliver engaging help, policy,
and knowledge base content across mobile devices, formats, and platforms.
Publish content as mobile apps, or in HTML5, EPUB 3, KF8, and MOBI. Help users
find relevant content faster with dynamic content filters and contextual search
results. Work more productively with a modern ribbon UI, customizable Quick
Access toolbar, contextual tabs, and named conditional expressions.
Make content more findable—Easily create personalized help experiences. Use new dynamic
content filters to generate enhanced DUCC output, see how filtered content will look, and help users
find relevant content faster.
Leverage next-generation mobile publishing—Take advantage of the new HTML5 layout to
enhance the content consumption experience with smaller file sizes, faster loading times, smoother
transitions, and out-of-the-box support for social widgets. Embed custom fonts in EPUB output and
ensure that it looks as intended.

Adobe RoboHelp (2015
release)
For a 30 day free trial of
RoboHelp, visit
www.adobe.com/gotryrobohelp
To schedule a private demo, visit
www.adobetechcommdemo.com

Deliver content-centric apps across major platforms—Increase consumption of your help content
by making it widely available across iOS and Android platforms. Leverage native integration with
Adobe PhoneGap Build* to publish content as a mobile app with just one click.
Work more productively with a modern interface—Take advantage of a new task-oriented ribbon
UI to accomplish more in less time. Customize features like never before to create your very own
optimized work environment.

*Generating apps with PhoneGap Build requires purchasing a PhoneGap Build license.

System Requirements
• Intel Pentium 4 or faster processor
• Microsoft Windows 7, 8.1, or 10
• 1GB of RAM (2GB recommended)
• 3GB of available hard-disk space for
installation; additional free space
required during installation (cannot
install on a volume that uses a
case-sensitive file system or on
removable flash storage devices)
• DVD-ROM drive
• 1024x768 screen resolution
(1280x800 recommended) with
16-bit video card
This software will not operate
without activation. Broadband
Internet connection and registration
required for software activation,
validation of subscriptions, and
access to Online Services.^ Phone
activation is not available.

Top reasons to buy Adobe RoboHelp (2015 release)

Supported software
• Microsoft Word 2010, 2013, or Office
365 (only document downloaded
from Office 365)
• Adobe Acrobat XI, or Pro DC
• Adobe Captivate 7, 8 or 9
• Microsoft SharePoint 2010, or 2013

Enhanced search functionality—Work faster with bidirectional and multiline searches in the TOC,
files, and index pods. Set the search scope to the current project or window, a specific folder, or all
open files. Zip through search results in Design mode, and easily edit topics by double-clicking them.

^
This product may integrate with or allow
access to certain Adobe or third-party
hosted online services (“Online Services”).
Online Services are available only to users
13 and older and require agreement to
additional terms of use and Adobe’s online
privacy policy (www.adobe.com/go/
terms). Online Services are not available in
all countries or languages, may require
user registration, and may be discontinued
or modified in whole or in part without
notice. Additional fees or subscription
charges may apply.

Dynamic content filters—Empower users to find relevant content faster in the document, TOC,
index, and glossary. Leverage existing conditional tags and expressions to enable end users to
dynamically filter content in the final HTML5 output, thereby delivering personalized help
experiences.
New HTML5 layout—Deliver a personalized content consumption experience. Configure search to
appear on the content or topic panes, and show context and breadcrumbs in the results. Easily show
or hide widgets, such as glossary and TOC. Convert the layout to right-to-left languages just by
changing one property. Enjoy a superior viewing experience as the layout icons have been optimized
for high resolution retina displays.
Mobile app output support—Ensure wider distribution and consumption of content with a simplified
mobile app generation workflow and native integration with Adobe PhoneGap Build*. Easily publish
your content as mobile apps for iOS and Android with just one click.
Ribbon UI—Work more productively with a modern, workflow-centric, ribbon UI. Customize the
interface with a theme of your choice and colored or grayscale icons. Work faster with a customizable
Quick Access toolbar and contextual tabs.

Enhanced search results in HTML5 layouts—Provide greater context to end users by showing more
details in search results. Configure the search results to appear on the content or topic panes, and
show breadcrumbs and topic descriptions. By default, the first few sentences of the topic are shown
as description, but authors can also write their own.
Named conditional expressions—Easily manage a large number of conditional expressions in a
project by giving them descriptive, easy-to-remember names. Eliminate the hassle of having to
decipher the logic each time you need to use expressions.
Enhanced DUCC output—Use the new dynamic content filters to create enhanced DUCC output that
generates only one set of HTML5 files regardless of the number of expressions used. Easily migrate
your current DUCC outputs to new, more efficient ones based on dynamic content filters.
Dynamic filter support in CSH—Provide more targeted contextual help with URL support in the new
dynamically filtered output. Embed the selected filters in the URL and use that URL in the CSH calls.
Enhanced conditional indicators—Maintain readability of content even when multiple tags are
applied, using enhanced conditional tags indicators. Easily find which tags have been applied and
where the conditions change within a topic.
Embedded online videos—Insert online videos within topics by specifying the source URL in the
embed code. Publish content as mobile apps or in various output formats including responsive
HTML5, multiscreen HTML5, WebHelp, WebHelp Pro, and Adobe AIR. Customize the appearance of
the player window by specifying the size, margin, and border. Also configure player settings to control
the display, playback and sound settings for the local and online videos embedded in your projects.

For more information
Product details:
www.adobe.com/go/rh

Adobe Systems Incorporated
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110-2704
USA
www.adobe.com

*Generating apps with PhoneGap Build requires purchasing a PhoneGap Build license.
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